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Vocabulary
A

Complete the sentences with the correct word in the proper form.

assassinated • launched • assignment • debris • eerie • scratch • screech • evidence • footage •
virtually
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

We had an … night in the desert, I’m still shivering when I remember it.
Such a critical opinion demands hard ..., otherwise he wouldn’t have risked speaking this way.
All these scientific facts were ... unknown for the open public.
It was a ... of some wild animal as it seemed to everyone.
Some American presidents were ... as the police represent it.
After such a severe battle there were just ... of the army.
Have you got the CCTV ... of that public scandal in Rose street?
There was a deep ... on the back door of the car. That spoilt the whole look.
Which company has ... this environmental project?
What will be my ... for tomorrow’s class?

B

Underline the correct item.
1. a trip / tour around the world
2. take part / a part
3. true / truth believer
4. my heart sank / fell
5. discovery / discover tour
6. impressive / impressed sight
7. far-off / far-out world
8. free samples / examples of perfume
9. a rare speciman / specimen of a stamp
10. examine / experience evidence

C Use the prepositions (on x4, with x2, to, in, from, for) to fill in the gaps.
1. report … sth
2. lined … sth
3. … Earth
4. end … sth
5. head back … the place
6. few … number
7. come … a collection
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8. a documentary … some topic
9. passion … doing sth
10. an expert … some topic
D Match the parts to make words or word-combinations:
free
bill

farmer
spot

cattle

witness

weather
air
army

way
snake
shaped

eye-

balloon

ovalhot

board
base

rattle

craft

Grammar
E Choose the correct item.
1

The paper … at the moment. You will
have to wait a little.
A is discussed
B is being discussed
C will be being discussed
2 Your supposition is thought … correct and
just.
A will be
B being
C—
3 Mr. Brown is … the criminal by the
majority of the company.
A consider to be
B considered to be
C is to be
4 It was … unknown street somewhere in
the far-off district.
A an
Ba
C the

6

Your book … released by next week.
A will be
B is
C will have been

7

These rules … usually by all the whole
college.
A are obeyed
B will be obeyed
C will have been obeyed.

8

Does your brother shave … every
morning?
A himself
B him
C—

9

Will you introduced … to the rest?
A yourself
B yourselves
C yours
Your sister is a grown-up already, she can
do it … , she needs no help for that.
A yourself
B herself
C itself

10

5 ... Atlantic Ocean is badly polluted
nowadays.
A an
Ba
C the

Points: _____
10 x 1
10

Everyday English
F

Choose the correct response.

1

A: This is the right place to get tickets for
the Bolshoi Theatre, isn’t it?
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4

A: How many tickets would you like?
B: a OK, that’s £30.
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2

3

B: a It certainly is.
b Yes, of course.
A: Could you tell me what the tickets price
includes, please?
B: a Sure, it includes two guided tours.
b Sure, two adults.
A: I’d like to book some tickets for the 12
o’clock show.
B: a Sure, here you are.
b Yes, of course.

5

b Two adults, please.
A: Thank you very much.
B: a My pleasure.
b Enjoy your visit.

Points: _____
5x1
5

Reading
G Read the text. Some sentences are missing. Match each sentence (A-F) to
the gaps (1-5). There is one extra sentence.

UFO Cases from 2013
The second highest number of UFO sightings were reported to the UFO Network (UFON) in
2013; a total of 6,448 reports.
UFON employs trained field investigators with backgrounds in science and law enforcement
that interview witnesses to “identify” UFOs. Although most of the reports are identified as
known celestial objects, aircraft, meteors, etc., there are always a small percentage of the
cases that remain as true “UFOs.” 1.___________________________________________
UFON’s Science Review Board (SRB) consists of scientists with degrees in physics,
chemistry, geology and electrical engineering. 2._______________________________
The SRB has reviewed the best cases from the year 2013 and have identified the strongest
cases that cannot be identified as any known object possible for existence in our world.
Like in 2012, a triangular/boomerang-shaped craft that became transparent made the list of
interesting cases. This type of report that describes a craft that can cloak is increasing in
frequency. 3.___________________________ But other reports describe flying craft that
cannot be explained by a new type of military aircraft. As one witness stated:
“I’m a disabled Vet with over 30 years experience on military aircraft. I have worked
everything from old

Huey’s to T38C Apache

Long

Bows and

Black

Hawks.

4._______________________ He was Air Force and I was Army with some time in military
intelligence. We both have clearances. I know aircraft when I see them, as I had been in
enough in night war operations. However, I have no idea what this boomerang-shaped craft
was.” So it is still unclear what or who we are dealing with, as we still cannot give any
reasonable explanation to the registered fact in UFON. 5.___________________________
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A. But the number of them is increasing every year.
B. My friend Jeff has a few more years experience but much the same background.
C. Their work experience includes NASA, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Advanced

Micro Devices, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and France’s national space
program.
D. Besides, it could potentially be a new type of military craft.
E. These latter cases are carefully reviewed by a science board.
F. We never know the true succession of the events.

Writing
H

Write a book review of any book you like. Include:





paragraph 1: general info;
paragraph 2: key events of the plot;
paragraph 3: your comments;
paragraph 4: recommendations.
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Points: _____
10

